
Origin:

Farms:

Producer:

Brew Ratio:

Body

In the filter roast, expect tonnes of sweetness and clarity leading to a 
silky body and balanced notes of tangerine, lavender honey and 
butterscotch.  In the espresso profile,  look for a syrupy texture with 
notes of orange, sticky toffee and Belgian chocolate.

Ext. Yield:

TDS:

Acidity Sweetness

Rest Time:

Machine: Batch Size:

Roasted By

Detourcoffee.com
@Detourcoffee

hello@detourcoffee.com

Varietal:

Process:

Altitude:

We’re always excited to roast coffees from the Calderon Family and 
this Catuai from the Los Girasoles mill is no exception! Being a white 
honey and quite dense, we have decided to roast both the filter and 
espresso roasts quite quickly - hitting the coffee with lots of heat 
particularly in the beginning of the roast. We find that this type of 
approach increases the clarity of the coffee and really accentuates 
the sweet citrus and floral notes. For the espresso roast, we have 
also stretched out the development time and increased the end 
temperature to add solubility and bring out some of those sugary 
and chocolatey flavours that we also love in this coffee. 

Los Girasoles comes to us from the 
award-winning Calderon family who have 
been working in the Dota Valley in 
Tarrazu for three generations.  We have 
been working with this family for over 9 
years and their coffees have become a 
mainstay on our annual single origin 
lineup.  Over the years, we have seen the 
quality of their coffees increase, garnering 
widespread recognition and winning 
them multiple awards.  We have also 
seen their increasing success as they 
have expanded to own multiple farms, 
their own micro mill and even a small 
roastery in the corner of their warehouse 
where they have begun roasting and 
distributing their coffee to local cafés 
offering the full farm to cup experience.

***Parameters were done with 20g VST baskets / 200°F water / 8.5 
bar pressure
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